What We Have Done Last Week :: Team
Last week we have focused on implementation. The deadline of prototype 1 is getting closer
every day, we have to be well prepared before deadline. Last week we have mostly focused on Solr
deployment and how to use, implementation of jabber related parts such as identifying online/offline
status and javascript library.

What We Will Do Next Week :: Team
We have divided the whole work last week. We will stick to this plan. Arif will work on jabber
related parts. He will implement the background of chat using Smack API. Buğra will work on Solr. Serdar
and Ruslan will work on javascript library(DWR) to handle refresh problem in the chat window. There is
too much work before prototype 1, it seems next week will be very exhaustive.

What We Have Done Last Week :: Individual
M.Arif UGUREL
I have focused on background of the project. I will improved searching and connecting parts.
Now Marpuch decides which expert is online or offline. I have integrated this part to the project
successfully. I have implemented a new Java class to do this.
Ruslan ABDULLA
This week I mostly dealed with implementing dwr library. I could not use it as I want. So I guess
I'll keep dealing with it more few days.
Bugra HASBEK
This week I focused on deploying Solr to Tomcat. I managed to deploy Solr by editing startup.bat of
Tomcat however this solution will not work on Marpuch because Netbeans probably uses a custom script
for starting Tomcat. I also requested a personal meeting with Cagatay Calli and we discussed possible
solutions for deploying Solr and decided to make an other meeting on next Tuesday.
What i will do next week:
Next week i will continue my efforts for deploying Solr to Tomcat. On Tuesday I have a meeting with
Cagatay Calli. I will make some internet research about inner workings of Netbeans before the meeting. I
hope that we will be able find a way to deploy Solr on Tuesday meeting. If a solution is found i will start
implementing "keyword relation" feature. This will revolutionize Marpuch.

